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abstract
We find an explicit uilique solution in the space ofKondratiev distributions, (5)-1, to
a stochastie differential equation modelling population growth in a crowded stochastie
environment.

1. Intröduction

ln this paper we are going, to study a stochastic version of the. Verhulst model for
population growth,

Xt . \:Xo +~ltXso (N -'- Xs)ds + a .1~tXs o(N - Xs)bBs
o 0"

where r, a, N are constants, N, rpositive. bEs denotes the (generalized) Skorohod integral.
A' precise meaning ofthis integral will be given in the next section. We denote by 0 the
Wickproduct. I i

(1) was first proposed by Lindstr0m et. al. (L0U] as a modell for population growth
in a crowded stochastie environment. For deterministie initial conditions Xo, where 0 :::;
Xo :::; 1 and Xo :f. ~, they found an explicit solution to (1) using white noise methods.
Their solution is a "true" stochastie variable. The case Xo = ~ represents some kind
of "stochastic bifurcation point", since no stochastic variable exists as a solution for this
initial conditio~ (see Lindstrfim et. al. fL0UJ for their, remark.) The main motivation for
this paper is to give an explicit solution also for the case Xo = ~. In section 4 we show that
for this initial condition, we do not even.have a.solution in the spac~ of Hidadistributions,
(5)*. This suggeststhat the space of Kondratiev distributions, (5)-1, is the natural space
for this problem. ,Moreover, using Wiek Calculus on the space of Kondratievdistributions,

.' (5)-1, we are able to find an explicit solutionof (1) for general initial conditions with .
positive expectation~ Now, however, the solution is no longer a stochastie variable, but a
generalized sto~hastic variable living in the abstract space (5)-1.
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2. Same Preliminaries -

We start by, recalling some of the basic definitions and featul'es of the white noise
analysis. For a more complete account, see Hida et.al. [HKPS] and Gjessinget. al.
[GHL0UZ]. . . '

As usual, let 5' (JRd) denote the space of tempered distributions on JRd, which is the
dual ofthe well-knownSchwartz space S(JRd). By the Bochner-Minlos theorem there exists,,
a measure J..L on 5 such that

""here 11;11 is the L2(JRd)-norm. (', -)is the dual pairing between 5' and S. Let B'denote
the Borel sets on 5' (equipped with the weak star topology). Tpen the tripie '(5', B, J..L) is
calledthe white noise probability space.

If we.define
B (w) '= B (w) '= (w ~( . ] (.))x • Xl, ••. ,Xd.' . , O,Xl]X ... X(O,Xd

thenBx has an x-continuous version Bx whichbecomes a d-parameter Brownian motion.
The d-parameter Wiener-Itointegral of <PEL2 is defined by

r <p(y)dBy(w) - (w, <p)
lJRd

, ) .
Of special interest will be the space L2(S"(IRd), J..L), or L2(J..L) for short. The Wien~r-Ito

chaos expansion theoremsays that every FE L2(J..L) has the form

(2)

where fn E L2(JRnd) and fn is symmetric in its n'variables (in the sense that fn( Uall ... , uaJ ...:...
fn( Ul, ••• , un) for all permutations (7, where Ui E lRd). The right hand .side of(2) are the
multiple Itointegrals.

There is an equivalent expansion of F E L2(J..L) in terms of the Hermite polynomials:

We explain thismore closely: Define the HerT"(titefunction ~n(x) of order n as

where x'E JR, n = 1,2, .... {~n}~=l for~s an orthonormal basis for L2(IR). Therefore the
family {ea} of tensor products /
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(wherea denotes the multi-:-index(all"" ad)) forms an orth~normal basis for L2(IRd).
Assume that the family of all multi-indices ß = (ßll' .. , ßd) is given a fixed ordering

(ß(I), ß(2), ... ,ß(n), ... )

where ß(k) = (ßik), ... , ß~k)). Put

Let a = (all,'" am) be a multi-index. It was shown ?y Ito that

1 era1 0 ...@e~a1n dB0n = fi haj (Bj)
(JEld)n j=1 .

(3)

where Bj(wr= fJEld ej(x)dBx(w),n = lai and @ denotes thesymmetrized tensor product
(e.g., f@g(x,y) = ~[J(x)g(y) + f(y)g(x)] if x, y E IR and similarly for more than two
variables). ~fwe define, for each multiindex a = (all", ,.am),.. ..

m

Ha(w) =11 haj(Bj)
j=1

then we see that (3) earl be written

(4)

'using .multi-index notation: e0a :- era1@ ... @e~a1n if e = (eI, e2, ... ). Since the fanlily
{e0a; lal= n} fo~ms an orthonormal basis for the symm~tricfunctions in L2((IR~)n), we
see by combining (2) and (4) that we have the representation

(5) .

(the sum being taken.over all mhlti-indices a ofnonnegative integers). Moreover, it can
be proved that

h , I 'I .
W ere a. - aI' ... am.. ,

The Hida test function space (S) and the Hida distribution space (S) * ca~ be given
i the following characterization, due to Zhang [Z].

Theorem 2.1: Let 'Ij; E £2(J-L) have the chaos expansion
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Then'I/J is a Hida test function, Le. 'I/JE (8), if

sup c;a:!(2.DVY:l<k< 00, tj natural numbers k < 00
a

where
m

(271\T)a .- rr' (2dß(j) ß(j))aj £ - '( )llV.- 1 ... d ora:- a:1, ... ,a:m
j~l

A Hida distibution '11, WE ,(8) *, is a formal series

(6)

where
I supb;a:!((2.DV)-a)Q < bo for some q > 0

a

'0
If '11 E (8) * and 'I/JE (8) is given as in the theorem, the action of '11 on 'I/Jis given by

(7)

Note that no assumptions are made regarding the convergence ofthe formal series in(6).
We can in a natural way regard L2(J.L) as a subspace of (8)*. In particual, if F E L2(J.L) .
then by (7) the action of F on 1jJ E (8) is given by,

((F, 7/;)) = E(F. 7/;]
"

Since 1is an element of (8), the expectation function can beextended to (8)*:

E(W] = (('11,1))

We will now introduce the spaces (8)1 and (8)-1 which were first cbnstructed by
Kondratiev (K]. For a complete account on the following results,see Albeverio et. al.
(ADKS] and Kondratiev et. al. (KLS]: '
Definiton 2.2: Define (8)P and(8)-:P as follows:
Part a): For 0 :s; p:S; 1let (8)P consist of all

such that
117P11~,k := Lc~(a:!)l+P(2w)ak < 00 fot all k < 00

'a
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Part b): The space (5)- P consists ofall' formal expansions

such that
Lb;(o!)1-P(21N)-Q~ < 00 for sQme q < 00

01,

o
(S)-l will be

, The family ofseminor~s Ilfll~,k; k '~ 1,2, .. , defines a topology on (S)P. ,
We remark that (S) = (5)0 and (S)* = (S)-O in the above construction.
called the space of Kondratiev distributions.
Definition 2,3: Le~<I>= La aQHQ, W = LQ bßHß be two elements of (S)-p.
Wiek produet of <I>and 'lT is the element <I>0 W in (S)-P givenby

Then the

I <I><> W = L a,QbßHQ+ß
Q,ß

o
It can be shown that (S)l is closed uIider the Wiek product~

The Hermite Transform" see Lindstr0m et. al. (L0U]' has cl. natural extension to
(5)-1, thespace of Kondratiev distributions:
Definition 2.4: If 'lT = LQbQHQE (5)-1 then the Her.mite Transform of F,H'lT = ~, is
defined by \ "

~(z) = H'lT(z) = L:bQzQ
where z = (zr, Z2, ••.• ) E(f)!f, and

for 0 , (or, ... , om). 0
The Hermite Transform characterizes (S) -1 in the following way:
Lemma 2.,5: ''lT E (S) -1 if and only if there exist some € > 0, q < 00 such that the Hermite '
transform of w,HW, is a bounded analytic function on Bq(O, €). ,0
Convergence of sequences in '(S)-l can be characterized in'terms of'the Hermite Transform
as follows:
Lemma 2.6: The following are equivalent
I: Wn --+ W in (S)-l
11: There exist € > 0, q < 00, M < 60 such that
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and
IHwn(z)1 :5 M for all n = 1,2, ...; Z E Bq(O, €)

where
Bq(O, €) " \{z = (Zl;Z2, ••• ) E (f}/f"; L IzCl<12(21NYl<q < €2}

, (

Cl<

o
Note that the Hermite Transform transforms the Wiekproduct into an ordinary product.

The Wiek product gives a l1ieerelation between functional integration in (5)-1and
Skorohod/Ito integration. We define integration in (5)-1 as f611ows:
Definition 2.7: Assurne Ws E (5)-1 for each s E [O,T]' where 0< T:5 00.1£

(('I!s,'ljJ)) E £1([O,T]'ds)
\ \,,' 'T

for all 'ljJE (5)1, we define theunique (5)-1-element Jo, 'I!sds by

(( r
T
\J!sds,'ljJ)) = r1'((~s,-J;))dS, Ja Jo

o
Consider the case d = 1, Le the probaoility space 5' (IR): Define'the ele~ent

00

,Wt = L'~k(t)H€k
k=1

i

where €k is the multi-index with zeros except at position k, where it has value J. It can
be shown, see for instance Gjessing et. at [GHL0UZ], that WtE (S)*. Moreover, for a
Skorohod integrable element W sE £2(/1) it can be shown that

lt ' lt'I!sO Wsds =' 'I!s8B's
o ' ' 0

where the integral on the right' hand side is the Skorohod integral. See LindstrlZlmet. '
al. [L0U], Hida et. al. [HKPS] and Benth [B] for a discussion ofthis relation. We can
say that functional integration in (5)-1 involvingWiek product with Wt generalizes the
Skorohod/Ito integration. This connection motivates the following interpretation of (1):
We look for an element Xt in (5)-i whieh satisfies ' '

, I t t
Xt =Xo + r Jn' Xs 0 (N - Xs)ds +a Jn Xs 0 (N - Xs) 0 Wsds (8)

,0 0"

We end this section with a nice property of the (5)-1 space, the so-called Wiek
Calculus theorem, see theorem 12 in Kondratiev et. al. [KLS]:
Theorem 2.8: Let 'I! E (5)-1'. Assurne f : (f) -+ (f) is analytic in a neighborhood of E['I!].
Then

f(~(z)) = <I>(z)
is the Hermite Transformof an element q, of (5)-1.' 0

We remark that the definitions and results presented in the above language can be
found in Holden et. al. [HL0UZ].
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3. The Solution Of The Population Modell

, For simplicity we will assurne that N = 1 in modell (8). Wealso as'sume that Xo E
(5)7-1 and that '

B[Xo] > 0;

Hermite transforming the sto~ha:stic equation (8) into an ordinary' eomplex differential
equation, ~nd solving, weobtaint:Q.e eandidate

,

where
80 ,(1- Xo) 0 X~(-1) = X~(...,.1) -'- r '

We have written expo for the Wiek exponential, i.e the element'defined by

00 '1expo 1> =L ,1>0n
n.. '.

.. ,n=1 . ,

(see theorem 2.8 above.) We show that Xt ls an element in (5)-1:
Define

(9)

(10)

We have

.•.

;..

g(z) = z-1 -1 .

Obviously, g(z) is analytic in a neighborhoodaround E[Xo] > O. Hence, 1>0 is p'n element, '
of (S)-1r Furthermore, define

f(z) = (1+ z)-1

E[1>o 0 expO(-rt --'-aBt)] = (E[Xot1 - l)e-rt

When 0 < E[Xo] ~ 1we ha~e

O,~ (E[XO]-1:- l)e-rt ~ (E[XO]-1 - i)

and, when E[Xo] > 1,

for an t ;:::O. In bothcases is theexpectationbounded away from -1 for an t ;:::O.Hence,
there exist constants q, f such that '

is analytic and bo~nded forz E Bq(O,f), for an t 2:: O. This 'implies by theorem 2.8 that
Xt is an element Of(S)-1 for all t 2:: O. ' , '

To show that Xt is a solution of equaÜon (8), we mustprove that X~ satisfies '

dXt "',' (" )
dF = ~r+aWt)oXtO 1-Xt ,
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,in (5)-1. But by lemma 2.6, II this is eq~ivalentwith showing that
i

\ :

pointwise boundedly for Z E Bq(O, €) when h ---t O. 'This can be seen to hold by direct
calculation: The Hermite transform of (9) is:

Hence, after some manipulation,

Xt+h(Z) -.. Xt(z) _ (._l e_-_T_h-QBt(z) +' _Th_(e_-_Q_B_t(_Z)_-_e_-_QB_-t_+_h(_Z)--,-)),
h . -. h e , e, h "

t - - - 'xe-T 8o(z)Xt(Z)Xt+h(Z)

Wesee that Xt+h(Z) -+ Xt(z) pointwise boumledly for Z E Bq(O,€). By definitionwe have

for eyery Z E Bq(O, E). Moreover, we can show that this convergence is bounded on Bq(O, €).
Hence

Theorem 3.1: Assurne Xo E (5)-1 with E[Xo] > O. Then

where

.

80 = X;(-1) - 1

is the ~nique (5)-1 solution of (8) with N = 1.

.8
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4. Some Qoncluding Remarks

As pointed out in the introduction, Lindstr0met. al. - [L0U] did not 'obtaln any
solution of (8) for the "stochastic bifurcation point" Xo = ~.We discuss thisspecial case
more in detail: With initial condition Xo = ~,we obtain 80 , 1 which gives the solution

Xt = (1+ exp<>(-,-rt - aBt) yo( -1)
, -

(11)

..

,~

We show that Xt is not an element ofthe Hidadistribution space (S)*: In Hida et. al.
[HKPS] the S-transform of an element of (S)*, is defined as \

für ~ E S(IR). The S-transform of Xt given in (11), is
. - - t -

SXt(~) = (1+ exp(rt + a i ~(s)dS))-l

on the complexplane <17. Hence, Xt is not an element of(S)*. (See Hida et. al. [HKPS]\for
a characterizatiolf of (St-elements in terms9fthe S-transform. Wesee that for~, TJ E S(IR)
the mapping

whete E[Xo] > O. This means that for stochastic variables as initialconditions we have a
solution as weH.Note that the case of antieipating initial conditions is also inclucled.
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